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Summary

DNA binding proteins regulate essential biological processes such as DNA repli-
cation, transcription, repair, and splicing. Transcription factors (TFs) are in the
focus of this work because they have the largest effect of activating and repressing
gene expression by influencing transcription rates. It is important to model TF
binding affinity to DNA and to predict protein-DNA binding events to understand
how they regulate cell mechanisms.

Higher order Markov models bring de-novo motif discovery to the next level.
BaMM!motif has been shown to provide robust predictions of these more sophis-
ticated binding models. Here I introduce the BaMM!motif web application, a
web-based platform which combines de-novo motif discovery with motif enrich-
ment and motif-motif comparison tools and a database of known motifs. This web
application enables the usage of the BaMM!motif algorithm in a straightforward
and robust environment.

Post-translational histone modifications and linker histone incorporation reg-
ulate chromatin structure and genome activity. How these systems interface on a
molecular level is unclear. Using biochemistry, one observes that the modification
behavior of N-terminal histone H3 tails depends on the nucleosomal contexts. I
found that linker histones inhibit modifications of different H3 sites on a genome-
wide level.This proposes that alterations of H3 tail-linker DNA interactions by
linker histones execute basal control mechanisms of chromatin function.

Pervasive transcription of eukaryotic genomes stems to a large extent from
bidirectional promoters that synthesize mRNA and divergent noncoding RNA
(ncRNA). Here, I show that early termination that relies on the essential RNA-
binding factor Nrd1 attenuates transcription of 32 genes in yeast. Further, de-
pletion of Nrd1 from the nucleus results in 1,526 Nrd1-unterminated transcripts
(NUTs) that originate from nucleosome-depleted regions (NDRs) and can dereg-
ulate mRNA synthesis by antisense repression and transcription interference.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to protein-DNA
interactions

Protein-DNA interactions are commonly found in all living organisms. They play
a major role in many essential biological processes such as DNA replication, tran-
scription, repair, and splicing. Histones are proteins in the eukaryotic cell nu-
clei. They are involved in chromosome packaging, a mechanism to regulate DNA
accessibility. The enzyme DNA Polymerase is needed to transcribe DNA into
mRNA. Nucleases cleave DNA and glycosylases repair DNA breaks. Transcrip-
tion factors (TFs) are in focus of this work on protein-DNA interactions because
they have the largest effect of activating and repressing gene expression by influ-
encing transcription rates. TFs are proteins that have at least one DNA-binding
domain (DBD), which interacts with a DNA sequence pattern. It is important to
model TF binding affinity to DNA and to predict protein-DNA binding events to
understand how they regulate cell mechanisms.

1.1 Protein-DNA binding controls transcription

The rate of gene transcription determines protein abundance to a larger extent than
post-transcriptional processes such as translation or degradation of mRNAs and
proteins. Independent studies [14, 70, 85] show that transcription rates explain
the majority of protein level variation. Schwanhäusser et al. [129] challenged this
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO PROTEIN-DNA INTERACTIONS

view by claiming that differences in translation rates dominate, with transcription
rates explaining only 34% of the variance in protein abundances. However, Li et
al. [86] ascribed 73% of protein level changes to transcription rates based on error-
corrected estimates. Thus, transcription control mechanisms play a fundamental
role in regulating protein abundance.

In 1961, Jacob and Monod [63] found that TF binding to regulatory DNA
elements controls protein synthesis. This highlights TFs as the primary regulators
for transcription rate [116]. Experimental measures of the correlation between
genome-wide chromatin modification patterns and gene expression lead to the
discovery of the epigenetic code, which questioned this claim [13, 150]. Soon
computational approaches were published which use histone modification states
to predict gene expression [40, 73]. These correlations turned out to be indirect
effects instead of causal implications [46, 79]. TF binding can accurately predict
histone modification patterns [16].

The binding of TFs to specific sequence pattern of DNA elements mediates
transcriptional control and therefore also protein abundance. It is essential to
model binding specificity and genome-wide binding patterns of TFs and other
proteins to uncover regulatory networks.

1.2 Measuring protein-DNA binding

Many in vitro and in vivo experiments have been developed to detect protein-DNA
binding specificities using high-throughput measurements [142].

Protein-binding microarrays (PBMs) expose short DNA fragments as a bind-
ing platform for a target TF. Due to the number of fragments and combinatorics,
the PBM represents all possible ten-base-long DNA sequences with every eight-
base-long fragment occurring 32 times each. A fluorescent antibody then binds
to the protein and is used to measure binding specificity [6, 18, 48]. Cognate site
identifier (CSI) arrays [158] also use DNA fragments to measure relative binding.
In comparison to PBMs, single-stranded DNAs fold back to form double-stranded
DNA binding sites to eliminate the need for primer-directed DNA synthesis.

Other high-throughput approaches include the systematic evolution of ligands
by exponential enrichment (SELEX) [68, 69] or microfluidic devices that mechan-
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ically induce trapping of molecular interactions (MITOMI) [45, 92].
The in vivo approaches, such as chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by

microarray (ChIP-chip) [120] or sequencing (ChIP-seq) [67], determine the loca-
tions within the genome that the TFs bind. This provides candidate genes that are
likely to be regulated. Their resolution is not high enough to define exact bind-
ing sites. Motif discovery algorithms need to analyze the sequence information
afterward. Gilmour and Lis first introduced ChIP of proteins cross-linked to DNA
in 1984 [47]. In a ChIP experiment, all DNA-binding proteins are crosslinked to
DNA, i.e., via formaldehyde. Next, sonication shears the chromatin into short
fragments. The fragments have a length of 200-600 bps. Specific antibodies
against the protein of interest precipitate the target protein-DNA complexes. Re-
verse crosslinking releases the DNA fragments of interest from the complexes.
The obtained solution with fragments is purified, amplified via PCR, sequenced
and mapped to a reference genome to get the binding sites of the protein of inter-
est. ChIP-exo [121] and ChIP-nexus [56] increased the resolution of ChIP-derived
protein-DNA binding footprints by introducing an extra exonuclease step, which
digests the ends of the DNA fragments before high-throughput sequencing.

A target-specific antibody is necessary to perform a ChIP-seq experiment. Al-
ternatives for measuring binding events without antibodies in vivo include DNase-
seq [60, 111, 149] and ATAC-seq [21]. In both cases, regions of open chromatin
are measured in a genome-wide fashion by cutting accessible DNA and sequenc-
ing the fragment ends. DNase-seq uses DNase I, while ATAC-seq uses transposase
to digest chromatin. These experimental assays offer an antibody-free alternative
to measure more than one TF at a time, by determining collectively occupied ge-
nomic regions. These footprints need to be assigned to proteins computationally,
which is difficult, especially for paralogous TFs.

1.3 Protein-DNA binding patterns

A protein binds to DNA by forming specific hydrogen bonds and electrostatic
interactions. These interactions take place at the geometrically precisely fitting
intersection of the DNA core binding site and the protein’s interface [154, 155].
While this binding mechanism solely depends on the sequence (base read-out),
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statistical-mechanical selection theory indicated further properties that influence
functional specificity [17]. The dependency of neighboring nucleotides within
a binding site was reported for several proteins [22, 93] and could partly be at-
tributed to a readout mechanism that depends on structural properties of the DNA
molecule (shape readout), such as stacking interactions [123].

Determinants of binding locations were found to be even more complex, since
secondary effects, such as cooperativity with other TFs, chromatin accessibility or
competition with nucleosomes, also affect protein-DNA binding events [84, 123,
133, 136]. Binding determinants are highly interdependent, resulting in smooth
transitions between base-readout and shape-readout concepts.

Only a small amount (< 30% ) [166] of the estimated 104 to 3× 105 TF
molecules present in a cell [19, 87] are specifically bound to DNA at any given
time. A similar amount of factors bind in an unspecific manner [107] by i.e.,
sliding along the DNA [53]. Only specifically binding TFs have been found to
interact in productive transcription [106].

1.4 Modeling transcription factor binding sites

In order to model the binding preference of a TF to a DNA sequence x of length L,
the DNA bases x1, . . . ,xL ∈{A,C,G,T} are denoted by random variables X1, . . . ,XL.

According to Boltzmann’s law, the probability of binding is related to the
Gibbs free energy of binding ∆E by

p(X1 . . .XL = x1 . . .xL) ∝ e
−∆E(x1...xL)

kT
B (1.1)

Where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Applying
Bolzmann’s law assumes that the TF occupancy on the sequence is close to zero
(weak binding approximation).

This Section covers models that compromise between simplicity and accuracy
to estimate TF binding affinities to DNA sequence.
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Position weight matrix

The most common model for protein binding sites is the position weight matrix
(PWM), introduced by Stormo [141]. It defines the importance of the four bases
adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T) to the binding affinity
between a TF and a DNA sequence x1 . . .xL.

The model is based on the idea to approximate the binding probability of a TF
to a DNA sequence by assuming that each position i in the binding site contributes
to the binding energy independently (see Equation 1.2).

p(x1 . . .xL) = p1 (x1) p2 (x2|x1) p3 (x3|x1x2) . . . pL (xL|x1 . . .xL−1) (1.2)

With this assumption, the binding probability can be approximated by the
product of the individual probabilities pi(xi) of base xi ∈{A,C,G,T} being present
at position i. (see Equation 1.3).

p(x1 . . .xL)≈
L

∏
i=1

pi (xi) (1.3)

For N sequences of known binding sites, one can estimate the probability
pi (xi) of base xi being at position i of the binding site by:

pi (xi) =
ni (xi)

N
(1.4)

Where ni (xi) is the number of times base xi has been observed at position i in
all N sequences.

For accurate probability estimates, a sufficient amount of occurrences of all
possible 4L sequences would need to be reflected in the data. Since the length of a
TF binding site can easily reach up to 20 base pairs (bp), the amount of data may
be a limiting factor for the accuracy of the model. It is necessary to compensate
missing data depth by introducing pseudocounts. In general pseudocounts are
designed to be proportional to the background frequency f (xi) of base xi:

pi (xi) =
ni (xi)+α f (xi)

N +α
(1.5)
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Where α is the total amount of pseudo counts to add. The influence of pseudo
counts decreases and becomes negligible with increasing data depth, i.e., high
counts ni(xi).

The significant advantage of the PWM model is the small number of param-
eters and robustness for little data depth. It requires 3× L compared to 4L− 1
parameters in the full model. Due to the assumption of independence between
positions, the PWM model can only capture base readout but lacks any contri-
butions to the binding energy based on a shape readout. Although PWMs work
well in many cases and are still widely used for evaluating protein-DNA binding
specificity [36, 81, 140], their accuracy is debated [81].

inhomogeneous Markov Models (iMMs)

Inhomogeneous means position-specific while the order defines the positional
range of the dependency. A PWM corresponds to an inhomogeneous Markov
model (iMM) of order zero. Since in a PWM model, the conditional probabilities
are approximated with its monomer probabilities pi(xi), information about corre-
lations between positions is lost. iMMs of higher order k can retain information
about the correlations between k+1 neighboring positions:

p(x1 . . .xL) ∝

L

∏
i=1

pi (xi|xi−k . . .xi−1) (1.6)

The probability of base xi at position i is now depending on its preceding
binding site positions i− k to i− 1. The conditional probabilities can be calcu-
lated from the sequence counts. They are corrected with pseudo counts which are
proportional to the monomer background frequencies (see Equation 1.7).

pi (xi|xi−k . . .xi−1) ∝
ni (xi−k . . .xi)+α f (xi)

ni−1 (xi−k . . .xi−1)+α
(1.7)

By taking the context into account, iMMs can capture stacking interactions
between neighboring bases and local structural properties. However, the model
complexity rises with the model order k, leading to more parameters. More data is
needed to reflect all possible oligomers to obtain an accurate model. This makes
iMMs more likely to be affected by statistical noise. When using an optimization
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process to learn a TF binding site model, this means that iMMs are more prone to
overfitting than PWMs.

inhomogeneous Interpolated Markov Models (iIMMs)

To reduce the risk of overfitting, Salzberg et al. introduced interpolated Markov
models (IMMs) [124]. inhomogeneous Interpolated Markov Models (iIMMs)
combine the ideas of interpolation and inhomogeneous adaptation. Here, adjust-
ing the higher-order oligomer counts with pseudo counts based on the lower-order
oligomer probabilities instead of using fixed monomeric background frequencies
infers dependencies of neighboring bases (see Equation 1.8).

pi (xi|xi−k . . .xi−1) ∝
ni (xi−k . . .xi)+αk pi (xi|xi−k+1 . . .xi−1)

ni−1 (xi−k . . .xi−1)+αk
(1.8)

iIMMs interpolate between counts and pseudo counts of the order below. For
oligomers that are frequent in the data, the counts dominate over the pseudo
counts, while the lower-order pseudo counts drive probabilities of underrepre-
sented oligomers. This means, iIMMs do not require a minimum number of
oligomer counts, thus are more robust to statistical noise than iMMs.

The BaMM!motif algorithm

The BaMM!motif algorithm was published by Siebert et al. in 2016 [132]. BaMM!motif
is a Bayesian approach for motif discovery using iIMMs in which conditional
probabilities of order k-1 act as priors for those of order k. This Bayesian Markov
model (BaMM) training automatically adapts model complexity to the amount of
available data.

The pseudo counts of the iIMMs are weighted in an order specific fashion (see
Equation 1.9) because the interaction between neighboring nucleotides decreases
with distance ([69]).

αk = 1, if k = 0;20×3k−1, if k > 0 (1.9)

BaMM!motif derives an EM algorithm for de-novo discovery of enriched mo-
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tifs.

The goal is to estimate the model parameter pmoti f (K) , which is a vector
containing the W×4K+1 conditional probabilities p j(K)(xK+1|x1:K) for any K+

1-mer x1:K+1. The EM algorithm cycles between the E- and M-steps. The E-step
estimates the probabilities for a motif to be present at position i of sequence n.

rni := p(zn = i|xn, pmoti f (K)) (1.10)

They use the zero-or-one-occurrence-per-sequence (ZOOPS) model [7]. The
hidden variable zn indicates where the motif occurs in sequence n. In the M-
step they use the new rni to update the model parameter pmoti f (k) for all orders
k = 0, . . . ,K. This update equation is equal to Equation 1.8 except that in this
model the counts n j(x1:k) are interpreted as fractional counts (see Equation 1.11).

n j(x1:k) := ∑
n

rni1
(

xn
i+ j−k:i− j−1 = xi:k

)
(1.11)

The indicator function returns 1 if the logical expression is true and 0 other-
wise. The update of model parameters in the M-step runs through all orders from
k = 0 . . .K, using the just updated model parameters from the order below each
time.

For transcription factor binding, BaMM!motif achieves significantly better
motif models. In 97% of 446 ChIP-seq ENCODE datasets, the cross-validated
partial AUC outperforms PWMs by an average improvement of 36% [132]. BaMM!motif
also learns complex multipartite motifs, improving predictions of polyadenyla-
tion sites, transcription start sites, bacterial pause sites, and RNA binding sites.
BaMM!motif never performed worse than PWMs. These robust improvements
argue in favor of generally replacing PWMs by BaMM!motif derived models,
called BaMMs.

1.5 Visualization of binding motifs

A sequence logo can visualize the content of a PWM [127]. The information
content (in bits) for each position in a PWM is represented by the height of the
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Figure 1.1: Sequence Logo for the transcription factor JunD. From the sequence logo for
zeroth-order (left) one can infer the consensus motif. The sequence logo of the first-order
informational gain (right) shows a variable spacer (one or zero bps) in between the two
half sides of the homodimer.

columns in the logo. Their relative frequency determines the height of the four
bases. The most frequent base is shown on top, this way it is possible to assemble
the consensus motif. The overall height of each column describes the importance
of each position in the motif for the protein-binding specificity. Since the sequence
logo is designed as a position-specific visualization for PWMs, it does not reflect
positional interdependencies. Extensions to the sequence logo have been proposed
[41, 69, 75, 98, 131] by using a matrix based solution for showing higher-order
dependencies. Siebert et al. [132] are the first ones that break the information
content down to each order. This way, the informational gain for each order is
depicted in a separate plot. Thus, the total motif information is realized as a
collection of K +1 sequence logos (see Figure 1.1).
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Chapter 2

BaMM!motif: A web application for
de-novo motif discovery

To make higher order motif discovery available to a broad public of experimen-
talists and scientific computationalists, I have implemented the BaMM!motif web
application.

The platform provides tools for de-novo motif discovery, motif occurrence
search, motif-motif comparisons, as well as a database of previously predicted
higher order TF binding models by the BaMM!motif algorithm.

First, I give an overview of available online platforms for motif discovery,
and model databases (see Section 2.1). Next, I will explain and discuss which
techniques I used to implement the BaMM!motif web application (see Sections
2.3-2.7), and introduce all available features (see Section 2.8).

2.1 Web applications for motif discovery

Several motif discovery and search tools have been described in literature [9, 42,
59, 66, 89, 115, 135, 147, 148]. The MEME suite [9] is the most prominent
web platform, offering tools for motif discovery (DREME [8], MEME [7]), motif
occurrence analysis (FIMO [49]) and motif comparison (TOMTOM [50]).

Common motif analysis tools work with the PWM representation of protein-

11
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DNA bindings, hence neglecting interdependencies of adjacent nucleotides. Thus,
the BaMM!motif web application aims to provide motif analysis tools similar
to the MEME suite but operating on the more sophisticated higher-order motif
models instead of PWMs.

Many databases such as JASPAR, HOCOMOCO, SwissRegulon or TRANS-
FAC [78, 97, 100, 114] provide thousands of TF binding site PWM models. First-
order iMMs, sometimes called dinucleotide PWMs, are added to the JASPAR and
HOCOMOCO databases. HOCOMOCO’s first-order iMMs yielded better results
than simple PWMs on average [78], and JASPAR’s dinucleotide PWMs perform
significantly better than PWMs for 21% of 96 tested datasets [99].

Hence, the BaMM!motif web application includes a database maintaining and
distributing higher order models and is connected with motif search and compar-
ison tools, while the BaMM!motif de-novo discovery algorithm provides the core
analysis of the web application.

2.2 Technical aspects of the web application

Various tools and technologies are available for web development, to design not
only a modern looking web interface but also to create a stable, fast and secure
backend server. The following sections describe which technologies I used to
implement the application logic (see Section 2.2.1). The web application backend
setup focuses on flexibility to allow deployment (see Section2.2.2), scheduling
asynchronous tasks (see Section 2.2.3) as well as ensuring robust and secure job
calculations (see Section 2.2.4).

2.2.1 Web application framework

A web application is composed of a web server and web client. Both interact
with each other. The server stores data and processes them while the client con-
tains the user interface and delivers tasks to the server [108]. In former days
the connectivity and the entire construct of the client-server architecture would
have been implemented by hand solely aided by a common gateway interface
(CGI) [61]. Since the connectivity and the core attributes are the same for each
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web application regardless of the content, web application frameworks are used
to provide a common infrastructure for the client-server communication. Many
frameworks are open source and use common scripting languages suitable for
web applications. I have decided to use the web application framework Django
for this project. It is mainly written in Python and integrates HTML templates for
the client interface.

Django combines multiple tasks of a web application into a framework, hence,
gives organization to the client-server architecture by providing a programming
infrastructure and taking care of rudimentary communications between the front
and back end. Django supports Python 3 and is the most popular Python-based
web framework [37]. Since the BaMM!motif web application is meant to run
long-term, maintainability, security as well as a commonly used programming
language which facilities extendability, are essential. Django combines many
of these features and is therefore selected as the web application framework for
BaMM!motif.

Django’s Model-View-Controller structure

Django uses a Model-View-Controller (MVC) like design pattern to structure the
web application [113]. The code for defining and accessing data (the model)
is separate from the user interface (the view), which again is separate from the
request routing logic (the controller) [83].

A Model is defined in a python class and describes the design of a database
table [113]. These model classes can be used to create, retrieve, update or delete
records in the database using python commands rather than repetitive SQL state-
ments. Django migrations propagate changes to the database schema. They auto-
matically recognize differences in the database structure, store them in a separate
migration directory and apply those to the complete database. Thus, migrations
not only circumvent problems due to invalid database entries or logic but also
work as a version control system for the database schema, since a new migration
only stores changes to the previous version.

Figure 2.1 depicts a schema of all Django models from the BaMM!motif web
application and their connectivity with each other. The database consists of six
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Figure 2.1: Organization of the BaMM!motif web server database which is used within
Django to store models and results from user jobs as well as the database of predicted
models for motif matching.

tables. The table "Job" contains information about a submitted job to the web
server, like the input data location, BaMM!motif parameters, and the current sta-
tus of the job. The table "Motif" holds the predicted binding site models from
finished "Jobs". The table "Database" holds information about the publicly avail-
able input datasets and motifs predicted from them. Currently, this contains 446
entries based on ChIP-seq data sets from ENCODE [32]. Since several data sets
from the same type (i.e., from ChIP-seq) are treated equally in the database, the
BaMM!motif specific parameters which were used for motif discovery are saved
separately in the table "DB-Parameter". The table "DB match" holds information
about motif-motif comparisons between newly predicted motifs and motifs stored
in the database. While a direct link between "Motif" and "Database" would lead
to an N:N relation, the separate table enables to conclude 1:N relationships and
offers room to store pair specific information, like the motif-motif comparison
score and P-value.

A View is an endpoint that can be accessed by a client to retrieve information
[164]. A Python function defines each view. Based on the input (i.e., request or
further parameter), a specific template is loaded and rendered. Loading requires
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finding the correct template for a given identifier and preprocessing it by com-
piling it to an in-memory representation. This enables the developer to perform
database searches and requesting specific information which is dynamically inte-
grated into a static HTML output template and displayed in the client browser.

In the BaMM!motif web application, each web page is connected to a specific
view function. If a client requests dynamic information, e.g., a result page from a
finished job, this page will be built dynamically from the job entry in the model
database according to the requested job id and the static HTML representation
frame for result pages. Thus, the HTML template for result pages can be reused
for any job type requested (i.e., de-novo motif discovery, motif occurrence search,
or database entry). Python logic infers the differences of these pages and reduces
templates to a minimum.

Views define which HTML templates will be filled and presented to the client
side. Together with the URL pattern definition that connects a URL to each view, it
reflects the business logic of the controller layer. BaMM!motif organizes URLs in
(a) job submission, (b) job result, (c) database, and (d) general requests. Where ap-
plicable, the URL pattern contains the primary key of a submitted job or database
entry which will be used within the view function to retrieve the corresponding
information from the related model entry.

Figure 2.2 sketches how the Django framework reacts to a user request. When
a user sends a URL request (1), the controller reads the URL and retrieves in-
formation which is needed for the corresponding view from the model (2). The
model accesses the database (3) and sends the retrieved data (4) back to the con-
troller (5). The controller communicates with the requested view (6), which in-
tegrates the database information and responds to the URL request (7). Django
comes with default installed applications that offer functionality concerning ad-
ministration, user authorization, messaging and static file management [37].

2.2.2 Deployment and portability

During the setup phase of a new web application, its workload and traffic are hard
to estimate. The infrastructure and hardware which hosts the web application is
shared with other projects and may change or become updated over time, while the
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Figure 2.2: BaMM!motif webserver: Django’s Model-View-Controller structure. When
a client sends a URL request to the Django web server, the controller communicates with
the model to obtain the requested data base information and sends it to the view which
gives the requested URL response.

application itself might expand to multiple modules. A web application needs a
flexible and easy to adapt deployment strategy to prepare for such circumstances.

The most common approaches are virtual machines and container-based sys-
tems. They enable to use the same environment during development and pro-
duction phase. Software portability encapsulated in a running environment enor-
mously speeds up deployment because it eliminates typical problems such as dif-
ferent system versions or missing plugins. Among all container solutions, Docker
currently leads the market [38].

Docker containers versus virtual machines

Docker is a container virtualization technology, comparable to a lightweight vir-
tual machine (VM). Each Docker container provides a separate encapsulated soft-
ware environment. However, Docker containers differ in several points from VMs.
A VM is a complete copy of an operating system running on a hypervisor on top
of the physical hardware, which then executes a custom application. In contrast, a
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Docker container interacts directly with the capabilities of the host’s kernel level
(see Figure 2.3).

Consequently, containers are much more lightweight than VMs, thus require
less memory and are faster. Further, multiple Docker containers share supporting
systems from the host, while VMs each need their own instance of a kernel. This is
the reason why VMs need several minutes to launch while Docker containers can
start up in less than a second [64, 71]. While Docker containers can all access one
instance of shared resources [102], VMs need an instance for each client, making
them less scaleable and harder to maintain.Note, that although Docker requires
a Linux host system, it is possible to deploy Docker containers on MacOS and
Windows, on which a stripped down Linux-based virtual machine is automatically
configured as a host system.

Figure 2.3: Docker Containers are more lightweight than VMs because they share the
same supporting systems from the host, making them quicker in startup and less mem-
ory consuming. (Illustration is taken from https://mondedie.fr/d/7164-Tuto-Utilisation-
de-Docker/2)

However, the full isolation of VMs has one significant advantage over Docker
containers. Due to its complete separation from the host system, VMs offer an
excellent protection by isolating for unwanted input/output (I/O) traffic. If a user
or process manages to disrupt the kernel, it only impacts the current VM. Since
Docker containers share a common kernel, its disruption would affect all Docker
containers running on the same host system. This makes VMs the safer and
more robust virtualization technology compared to conventional Docker contain-
ers. Nevertheless, several options and isolation levels can be applied to Docker
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containers to elevate safety and stability (Section 2.2.4 discusses details about
Docker container security). Regarding the advantages of Docker containers over
VMs and the ability to downsize their drawbacks, I have decided to package
BaMM!motif into a Docker container virtualization.

Docker compose for multiple Docker containers

The idea of Docker containers suggests encapsulating one particular tool within a
container. Most software systems, such as web applications need several tools to
work efficiently, thus consist of multiple containers. To create and appropriately
integrate several containers, Docker has introduced its extension Docker-compose
[39]. It can be used to unify a setup routine for a group of containers and define
interactions and access between containers. While pooling administration of mul-
tiple containers, Docker compose allows individual container settings to maintain
high-level scalability.

The BaMM!motif Docker container infrastructure

The BaMM!motif web application consists of four containers; one web container
and three service containers (see Figure 2.4).

The web container encapsulates the Django framework and the core of the
web application. A MySQL service container holds the MySQL database where
job results, as well as the precalculated binding site models, are stored. The Re-
dis service container works in collaboration with the Celery service container to
manage asynchronous tasks (described in detail in Section 2.2.3).

All containers run in the same Docker compose instance, and a separate Docker
network connects them with each other. A Dockerfile defines the settings for the
Docker instance. The Docker-compose client uses the information from the Dock-
erfile and the settings from the docker-compose.yml to interact with the Docker
daemon, i.e., the Docker engine to launch the Docker compose instance.
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Figure 2.4: Docker Containers are launched in a separate Docker network. A user request
enters into the Django container (1), which initiates a new job submission within the
MySQL database (2) and retrieves its job ID (3). This is submitted to the broker container
Redis(4), who schedules the job and assign a Celery worker to it (5). Depending on the
workload, several Celery worker containers may be launched. The Celery container runs
the job by accessing the corresponding MySQL entry and storing the results in it (6,7).
When finished, the Celery worker signals to the broker (8) who forwards the finished job
ID to the Django web container (9). Django then retrieves the results from the MySQL
database (10,11) and responds to the user request (12).

2.2.3 Asynchronous job schedueling

When a user pushes the "BaMM!" button, he/she triggers the execution of the
selected program with the provided input(s), i.e., submits a job. The main task of
the web application is responding to requests from various users. A job scheduling
layer takes care to organize and prioritize tasks asynchronously by sending them
to the background. This way, the web application is not blocked by a job running
in the foreground.

Celery is an asynchronous task queue manager that allows running asynchronous
code by building up tasks queues [27]. It requires a system to send and receive
messages, a message broker, which is realized as a separate service. Redis is a
distributed messaging platform that handles the income of tasks and works as a
backend cache system [119]. Due to the backend cache, Redis speeds up queries
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that run on the backend.

Celery helps the task managing in Django, Redis helps the database and all
other sources in executing, managing, caching as well as messaging what is re-
quired from Celery to work efficiently. This way multiple tasks can be submitted
and processed without disrupting the web page’s response to user requests.

I have decided to use Celery as an asynchronous task queue manager with
Redis as message broker because they are both available as Docker images, hence
comfortable to set up as containers.

This also gives the opportunity to scale Celery according to the load balance
by increasing the number of workers without unnecessarily upscaling other con-
tainers. Further, Django is capable of integrating Celery as an application into the
web framework with a lightweight configuration file written in Python.

Once Django is setup to work with Celery, one can define Celery tasks writ-
ten as Python functions. These tasks can be called from within Django views
synchronously or asynchronously. This provides a comfortable maintaining envi-
ronment having a uniform programming language.

2.2.4 Security aspects

Security systems are an important aspect to consider when operating a web appli-
cation. The BaMM!motif web application handles sensitive private data uploads
from clients, which need to be guaranteed to not be available to third parties. Fur-
ther, malicious user actions may disrupt or even destroy the entire server.

Therefore, web applications, their environment, as well as the underlying sys-
tem should be protected against attacks. The following section describes which
actions are taken to decrease the BaMM!motif web application’s vulnerability to
a minimum.

Django’s builtin security options

Django offers a way to protect against Cross-Site-Request-Forgery (CSRF). This
is, an anonymous user tries to execute tasks under the credentials of another user
without that user knowing. It currently ranks as the most vulnerable technique
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[28]. By using the CSRF module appropriately, Django asks for a secret in each
POST request based on a user-specific cookie.

If a browser connects with an HTTP connection instead of an HTTPS connec-
tion, it is possible for existing cookies to be leaked. Since CSRF protection uses
cookies, BaMM!motif uses the Django options to work with secure sessions and
CSRF cookies only.

Therefore, all HTTP requests are redirected over HTTPS connections using
HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) [11].

In certain cases, host headers provided by the client construct URLs. Even
though sanitation prevents cross site scripting attacks, a false host value could
lead to CSRF. Thus, Django validates host headers against a list of allowed hosts.

Docker’s approach to increase security

Docker containers interact directly with the host’s kernel system and have been
criticized for being less secure than fully encapsulated virtual machines. Recent
Docker releases follow best practices and valuable configurations were added to
reduce security risks while maintaining a lightweight and fast structure [31].

Docker containers are built from Docker images which are downloaded from
the public community DockerHub. BaMM!motif only uses ContentTrust certified
images provided from Docker. Custom images may include invasive malware and
are not recommended, thus also not used for the BaMM!motif web application.

Some file systems from the Linux kernel need to be mounted in a container to
achieve proper process running. This is critical since mounting would also enable
writing to folders, which is highly depreciated for system folders.

Therefore, Docker mounts these system files in a "read-only" state, elevating
the isolation level for processors and memory access [2].

On default, a Docker container runs in root user mode. This enables that each
process can be run regardless of its properties. However, this certainly increases
the impact of malicious commands when having root privileges. Thus, all contain-
ers from the BaMMM!motif web applications are launched in user mode without
root rights. This namespaced restricted mode eliminates the risk from container
breakouts [64].
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A separate network for the BaMM!motif Docker container further reduces the
namespace. The network is defined within the Docker compose setup file and only
contains BaMM!motif relevant resources. This eliminates potential crosstalks
from third-party Docker containers running on the same machine.

Nginx as reverse proxy

Exposed I/O ports from Docker are only accessible via a Nginx gateway. The
Nginx works as a reverse proxy that retrieves user data and communicates with
one or more servers [112]. This way, it is possible to launch more than one web
application on the same machine using the same ports (80 for HTTP; 443 for
HTTPS).

Figure 2.5: The Nginx works as a reverse proxy to operate several web applications via
the same I/O ports while performing SSL encryption.

Additionally, Nginx performs SSL encryption which prevents unauthorized
listening and enormously speeds up server response, thus only allowing HTTPS
connections via port 443. While Django and Docker settings only protect the
encapsulated web application, the Nginx functions as a gateway for the complete
host server system.
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Even though the Nginx makes the server better maintainable, it is crucial that
each web application launched on the server follows a standard level of security
by checking any user data, such as cookies, HTML header or parameter.

2.3 Operating the BaMM!motif web application

The BaMM!motif web application makes BaMM!motif an easy-to-use web-based
tool. It provides de-novo motif discovery (see Section 2.4), evaluates model
performance, compares new predictions with a database of known higher order
BaMM!motif models (see Section 2.5), offers a search tool for motif occurrences
(see Section 2.6), and contains a database of 446 BaMM!motif models from ChIP-
seq ENCODE datasets (see Section 2.7). These functionalities and additional
features (see Section 2.8) of the web application are explained in detail in the
following sections.

Operating a task on the BaMM!motif web server follows a simple three-step
process:

1. Task Selection: The main page provides three possible tasks from which
the user can choose. (a) De-novo Motif Discovery, (b) Motif Occurrence
Search, (c) Browse Motif Database or (d) Search with a Motif though a
Motif Database.

2. Data Upload: Based on the selected task the user is demanded to provide
(a) a sequence set, (b) a motif model or (c) the name of a TF of interest.

3. Submission: Pressing the "BaMM!" button submits the desired query.

This straightforward and short procedure helps users to operate the BaMM!motif
tool quickly and comfortable. More experienced users have the opportunity to ad-
just the process by entering the advanced sections for data input and parameter
setups.

Figure 2.6 shows an exemplary workflow for operating de-novo motif discov-
ery. The BaMM!motif main algorithm for de-novo motif discovery was devel-
oped by Matthias Siebert et al.[132] and introduced in Chapter 1. By selecting
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"De-novo Motif Discovery" from the main home page, the user can start a new
job (see Figure 2.6.A).
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Figure 2.6: (A) Task selection: The main page provides three possible tasks from which
the user can choose. (a) De-novo Motif Discovery, (b) Motif Occurrence Search or (c)
Browse Motif Database. (B) Data upload for de-novo motif discovery. The user pro-
vides input sequences and can optionally set parameters in the advanced option drop-down
menu before submitting the job. (C) The status of a running job can be monitored in the
automatically updating report page.
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The minimal input required by the user is an input sequence set in fasta for-
mat and the decision whether to consider reverse complement sequences, based
on the strand specificity of the protein of interest and the given input sequence
information.

The ’Advanced Options’ drop-down menu contains suggested default options
for BaMM!motif, which can be modified (see Figure 2.6.B).

The user can specify the order of the optimized Bayesian Markov model. A
fourth order model learns the frequencies of 5-mer nucleotides to model the corre-
lations between nearby positions; i.e., a first-order model consists of dinucleotide
dependencies, while a zeroth order model represents a standard PWM without
interdependencies. The algorithm is robust against overfitting so that the model
order can be set high even for low depth input data. However, a higher order
model contains more parameters, which takes longer to optimize. The default
model order is set to four as a compromise for speed and precision.

For initialization, BaMM!motif requires a start motif. This motif can either
be uploaded by the user or generated automatically using PEnGmotif (https://

github.com/soedinglab/PEnG-motif ). PEnGmotif, which is developed by Markus
Meier, is a fast seeding and merging algorithm to obtain overrepresented k-mers
from the input sequence set.

BaMM!motif initializes with a PWM representation of fixed length. The user
can extend the model length to each side of the initial PWM by 0-100 bases. This
gives the possibility to investigate flanking regions of PWMs that contain higher
order information which cannot be captured in a PWM. By default, the initial
PWM extends by ten bases to each side.

The user can upload a background sequence set from which the statistical
background model is learned. The background model describes how nucleotides
and k-mers are distributed on ’normal’ sequences. BaMM!motif will learn motifs
which are enriched in the input sequence set in comparison to the expectation de-
rived from the background model. When no background sequence set is provided,
a background model is learned based on a second order homogeneous Markov
model from the input sequences. The higher the background model order, the
higher is the biological content it describes. Short motifs may already be de-
scribed by the background model if the background model order is set too high,
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while long, complex motifs are better modeled using a higher-order homogeneous
Markov model as the background model.

BaMM!motif models are optimized using an expectation maximization (EM)
approach. The user can deselect this optimization for obtaining PEnGmotif’s ini-
tialization PWM. EM specific parameters such as the convergence criteria for pa-
rameter differences and the maximum number of optimization iterations can be
adjusted. The EM q-value defines the percentage of input sequences expected to
obtain a true TF binding site. In ChIP-seq experiments, we expect that roughly
90% of the obtained sequences contain a real binding site. Therefore the default
value is set to 0.9.

The user can further adjust the options of the false discovery rate estima-
tion (FDR), a motif performance measure implemented by Wanwan Ge. Here
a ’mFold’ larger background sequence set as the input sequence set is sampled
based on a background model of the selected FDR sampling order. BaMM!motif
executes FDR estimation in a cross-validated fashion, where the user can select
the number of cross-validations with ’cvFold’. On default, BaMM!motif per-
forms false discovery rate estimation on a 100-times larger sampled background
sequence set with a 5-fold cross-validation.

Lastly, the optimized model will be compared against the BaMM!motif database
(see Section 2.7). The result page reports all database matches that score better
than the selected P-value cut off (more about motif-motif comparison in Section
2.5).

After uploading all necessary files and setting parameters, the job is ready for
submission to the BaMM!motif server. The user obtains the job id of a success-
fully submitted job, which can be used to obtain its status and results.

A submitted job and its progress can be viewed in an embedded command
line window which refreshes automatically (see Figure 2.6.C). Once the job has
finished, the user will be redirected to the resulting output page.
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2.4 De-novo motif discovery results

The result page consists of three blocks. First, the settings and input files for the
particular BaMM!motif run are summarized. Next, a compact list of all found
motifs gives an overview of the results. Third, each predicted motif is explained
in a detailed result box.

The summary list shows a compact overview over all found motifs ordered
by their E-value (see Figure 2.7.A). Each motif is listed with its IUPAC string
and web logos of its zeroth order contribution and its reverse complement. The
estimated area under the precision recall curve (AUC) value and the percentile of
occurrence in the input sequence set give insights into the motif performance. A
download button provides access to all motif-related data.

By clicking on one motif from the list, the page will jump to the appropriate
motif detail box (see Figure 2.7.B). Sequence logos showing the zeroth order con-
tribution as PWM and its reverse complement visualize the model. Higher order
sequence logos show the informational gain upon the lower order to the model for
first and second order.

The precision recall curve is based on the cross-validated false discovery rate
estimation performed on sampled negative sequences. The AUC value gives an
estimate of the motif strength. The motif enrichment in the input sequence set is
shown as a positional distribution plot. By default, BaMM!motif runs in reverse
complement mode which means that all sequences in the input dataset and their
reverse complements are scanned for motif occurrences of the predicted model.

A motif-motif comparison links known TF binding sites from the BaMM!motif
database to the de-novo predicted motif, based on a similarity score (for details see
Section 2.5). Motifs, which have a higher similarity to the new motif than the se-
lected P-value cutoff, are listed at the bottom of each motif result box (see Figure
2.7.C). The P-value and E-value indicate the significance of the comparison. A
target name, a web logo (also of the reverse complement) and a link for further
information represent the corresponding database entry.
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Figure 2.7: (A) The BaMM!motif result page contains a summary list of all predicted
motifs with IUPAC string, zeroth order web logo and its reverse complement, the AUC
value as well as the percentile of occurrence in the input sequence set, and a download
button. Each motif is represented in detail by its web logos for zeroth - second order in-
formational gain and performance plots (B) and its motif-motif comparison results based
on the BaMM!motif database (C).
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2.5 Motif-Motif comparison

A newly identified motif often raises the question whether it resembles a previ-
ously identified TF binding site. To address this problem, I have developed a
motif-motif comparison tool which matches a query motif with the BaMM!motif
database (for details on the database see Section 2.7). The tool ranks all motifs
from the database by the similarity of their zeroth order model components to the
query motif and computes P-values and E-values.

2.5.1 Variable motif length and shift adjustment

The similarity between zeroth order motifs is the maximum similarity score s(·, ·)
evaluated in the overlapping regions when the two motifs of length l and l′ are
shifted by d with respect to each other.

The indices defining the overlap region in the two PWMs are:

j1 = max{0,d}, j2 = min{l−1, l′−1+d}

and

j′1 = max{0,−d}, j′2 = min{l′−1, l−1−d}

The underhangs, which come from the offset, are padded with the background
model of the query motif. The padding is particularly important for cases where
a core motif has been extended by low information positions to either side in
different ways between the query motif and the database motif. If the extensions
have low information, their comparison to the background will not add to the
similarity score. If the extensions contain more information, their comparison to
the background model will negatively contribute to the overall similarity score.

Without padding, the scoring tends to favor partly overlapping motifs that only
match in their flanking regions. This would lead to high similarity scores due
to similar low informative contexts. The minimum number of overlapping nu-
cleotides is set to four. Figure 2.8 shows an example where two motifs contain the
same core motif MOT IF but are extended to different sites by low information
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positions X and Y . The padding will fill up the underhangs with the background
model B.

Figure 2.8: Two motifs contain the same core motif MOT IF but are extended to different
sites by lower informative positions X and Y . Padding will fill up the underhangs with the
background model B in order to provide a complete length comparison without neglecting
overhanging motif parts.

2.5.2 Local randomization of motifs as control cases

Control cases are generated as randomized versions of the original query motif
to validate motif-motif comparison scores. Here a control case is a randomly
permuted original motif where the neighboring positions are kept in proximity, by
a localized shuffling of the motif positions. Each position j of the original motif
obtains a randomly assigned number R j = − j+ 2Z, with a normally distributed
variable Z ∼ N(0,1). The positions j are then sorted in ascending order of R j.

Each column will be replacing its probabilities for A by T and vice versa with
pswitch = 0.5, to assure that randomized motifs differ enough from the original
motif. The same applies to the substitution of C by G. Thus, the AT and CG
content is preserved, but a higher shuffling of the original motif is achieved. This
approach is especially important for motifs with many similar columns, (i.e., A-
rich motifs) where shuffling the positions will not have a high impact. Figure 2.9
depicts a motif for the TF JunD and a randomized version of the original motif. A
randomized motif may not have a higher similarity score than 1

2Smax(Morig.,Morig.)

to the original motif. Otherwise, the randomization is invalid and will be repeated
until the similarity score criterion is met.
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Figure 2.9: Control cases for similarity score calculations are obtained by locally random-
izing the positions j in the original motif. For this example, motif column #2 keeps its
position, but probabilities for C and G are switched. Motif column #4 moves to position
#5 and changes both, A with T and C with G probabilities. The motif column #7 moves
to position #8 without altering nucleotide probabilities.

2.5.3 Scoring motif-motif similarity

Let’s assuming a score s(·, ·) for motifs of same length W exists. The score be-
tween models M1 and M2 of different lengths is defined as the maximum over all
possible alignments of M1 and M2 where overhangs have been padded with a ze-
roth order background distribution, as described above. Two alternative scores S1

and S2 have been tested for motif-motif comparisons for motifs of equal length.

The similarity score S1 between two PWMs is computed as described in Equa-
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tion 2.1:

S1(M1,M2) =
j2

∑
j= j1

(
α

[
d(M1 j,M

bg
1 )+d(M2 j−d,M

bg
1 )
]
−d(M1 j,M2 j−d)

)
(2.1)

Here, Mbg
1 is a PWM that contains the zeroth order background model for

query motif M1 in each column. As distance d(M1 j,M1 j′) between two PWM
columns M1 j and M2 j′ the sum of Jenssen Shannon divergence is used. The
Jenssen Shannon divergence is defined as the arithmetic average over the rel-
ative entropies of each column with their average distribution M̄1 ja where a ∈
[A,C,G,T ]. (see Equation 2.2).

M̄1 ja :=
M1 ja +M2 j′a

2
(2.2)

Hence the distance between PWMs M1 j and M2 j′ is:

d(M1 j,M2 j′) =
1
2
(
H(M1||M̄1 j)+H(M2 j′||M̄1 j)

)
=

1
2

A,C,G,T

∑
a

(
M1 ja log2 M1 ja +M2 j′a log2 M2 j′a−2M̄1 ja log2 M̄1 ja

)
(2.3)

The score S1 depends on the weight of the motif strength to the overall sim-
ilarity score, α ( see in Equation 2.1). The higher the α , the higher the impact
of the query motif strength. With a too low α , the score tends to report similar-
ity based on weak information columns, leading to matches of flanking regions.
Figure 2.10 shows the similarity score distributions for a motif-motif comparison
of self-matches (red) and control cases (blue). 446 ENCODE ChIP-seq datasets
from 96 distinct TFs were used as search space, and similarity scores of compar-
isons for each motif to itself (= self-match; left) and ten randomized versions to
the original motif (= control cases; right) are shown.

For α values in the range 0.1− 1 the variance in similarity scores increases
for original motifs while decreasing for randomized motif scores. The original
motifs represent 96 distinct TFs which have no connection to each other. The
randomized motifs all represent nonsense motifs. Thus, the variance of similarity
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Figure 2.10: For α values ranging from 0.1 to 1, the similarity score distributions for
original motifs and randomized versions of the same motifs are depicted on the left and
right, respectively. The score distribution within original motifs increases with higher α

while the score variance decreases for randomized motifs with higher α .

scores from the original motifs should be maximized while the difference in the
similarity scores from the randomized motifs should be minimized. Both criteria
are met when selecting α = 1. A high value for α increases the importance of
motif strengths in the similarity score calculation.

The second score S2 for equal-length motifs M1 and M2 is defined as

S2(M1,M2) = log2

4

∑
x1=1

. . .
4

∑
xW=1

p(x1:W |M1) p(x1:W |M2)

p(x1:W |bg)
(2.4)

where p(x1:i|M) denotes the probability of generating the nucleotide sequence
x1:i = (x1, . . . ,xi) using the first i≤W positions of a model M and bg is the zeroth
order background model. The normalization of the coemission probability with
the background model probability ensures that the expectation value of the score
of a motif with any other unrelated motif is 0. This is important as it eliminates the
length bias. If the expectation value was positive, for example, alignments with
higher overlaps would get better scores on average than alignments with shorter
overlaps.

The terms in the sum factorize over the positions, and the sum of products can
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be written as a product of sums:

S2(M1,M2) = log2

4

∑
x1=1

. . .
4

∑
xW=1

W

∏
i=1

p(xi|M1) p(xi|M2)

p(xi|bg)

= log2

W

∏
i=1

4

∑
a=1

p(xi = a|M1) p(xi = a|M2)

p(xi = a|bg)

=
W

∑
i=1

log2

(
4

∑
a=1

p(xi = a|M1) p(xi = a|M2)

p(xi = a|bg)

)
(2.5)

Figure 2.11: Similarity scores between original motifs(red) and randomized motifs as
control cases (blue) compared to the BaMM!motif database. The control cases define the
shape of original motifs which are not similar to the query motif, while true motif-motif
matches describe the small peak on the right.

Figure 2.11 shows the similarity score distributions from a comparison of 446
motifs with each other (red; predicted on ChIP-seq data) and 10 times more ran-
domized motifs as control cases (blue). Most original motifs are from a differ-
ent TF than the current query motif and describe nonmatching similarity scores.
Therefore the score distribution based on randomized query motifs largely over-
laps with the score distribution based on original query motifs. Similarity scores
derived from comparisons between original motifs describing the same TF score
higher (peak on the right). Both scores S1 and S2 can distinguish between true
motif similarity and false control cases. The score S2 has the significant advan-
tage that no further parameter optimization is necessary and that the approach can
easily be expanded for higher order motif comparisons (see Section 2.10).
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2.5.4 Evaluating scores via E-value

P-values and E-values are computed for the scores S1 and S2 to evaluate the simi-
larity strength between a query motif and the database match. Background scores
are generated by performing M = 50 searches with query motifs in which the orig-
inal positions have been permuted randomly, as described in Section 2.9. Scores
from the original query motif and its permutations are denoted as {S+1 , . . . ,S

+
N+}

and {S−1 , . . . ,S
−
N−}, respectively. The list of N++N− positive- and negative-set

scores are sorted jointly in descending order. The cumulated number of scores
from the negative set up to rank l in this list is denoted by FPl . For computing
the P-value of entry l with score Sl in that list, Slower

l = max{S−n : S−n ≤ Sl} and
Shigher

l = min{S−n : S−n ≥ Sl} are defined as the nearest lower or equally ranked
and nearest higher or equally ranked negative scores, respectively. The P-value is
interpolated between these two scores with FPl and FPl +1 false positive counts:

P-value(Sl) =
1

N−

(
FPl +

Shigher
l −Sl

Shigher
l −Slower

l + ε

)
. (2.6)

The ε is very small (10−5) and serves to avoid the fraction being 0 when Sl =

Shigher
l = Slower

l .

The estimate becomes inaccurate when only a few or no negatives are higher
than Sl , i.e., for low P-values. In that regime, it is better to rely on a paramet-
ric fit of the exponentially falling part of the cumulative distribution. The limit
is set, beyond which will be used the exponential extrapolation, at l = ntop =

min{50,0.1×N−}. This ensures that the extrapolation is applied at most to the
top 10% of points, and, if more data are available, only to the top 50. For l ≥ ntop,
a maximum-likelihood estimate based on the top ntop data points is used (see
Equation 2.7).

P-value(Sl) =
ntop

N−
exp(−(Sl−S−ntop

)/λ ) (2.7)

with

λ :=
1

ntop

ntop

∑
l=1

(
Sl−S−ntop

)
(2.8)

For Sntop this equation yields P-value(Sntop) =
ntop
N− , which is the empirical P-

value. The E-values are obtained from the P-value as described in Equation 2.9.
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E-value = N+×P-value. (2.9)

Figure 2.12 shows the performance for the exponential fit of the ntop data
points for both scores S1 and S2 for two example query motifs Fosl and Gata3.
The average distance between the exponential extrapolation and the cumulative
distribution for all 446 query motifs is shown as distance distribution histogram.

Figure 2.12: ntop data points are fitted by an exponential fit (blue: p-value) to the sampled
negative distrstibution (red: cumulated sum of false positives). Examples for the TFs Fosl
and Gata3 for the similarity scores S1 and S2 are shown. The histograms visualize the
overall mean log2 deviation between the cumulated sum of false positives to the com-
puted p-values. Extrapolation ensures that P-values stay accurate even if the number of
negatives that score higher than Sl are sparse.

2.5.5 Validation of the BaMM-match method

For validating the motif-motif comparison, I computed similarity scores for 446
ENCODE ChIP-seq datasets. Ranked by their P-value, the number of true posi-
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tives (TPs) found before the first false positive (FP) defines the performance. For
a given query motif, I defined all datasets with the same Ensembl target ID as TPs.
FPs are scores that come from randomized motifs as explained in Section 2.5.2.
Since the amount of TPs varies for TFs, the counts are scaled.

Figure 2.13: The amount of motif-motif comparisons between datasets from the same
transcription factor (TP) that rank higher than the best comparison to randomized motifs
(first FP) is shown as the fraction of the total dataset of size N = 446. S2 performs better
than TOMTOMs P-values based on euclidian distance and equally good as TOMTOM
based on kullback or sandelin distance measures.S1 with α = 1 outperforms TOMTOM
for any available distance measure.

S1 reaches a higher AUC than S2 ( see Figure 2.13, left). In general, a higher
α value in the S1 score leads to better performance, which is conform with the
analysis of the score distributions earlier.

Comparing the similarity scores with the most common motif-motif compari-
son tool TOMTOM [50] shows that the S2 score performs better than TOMTOMs
P-values based on euclidian distance and equally good as TOMTOM based on
kullback or sandelin distance measures ( see Figure 2.13, right). S1 score out-
performs TOMTOM for any available distance measure. Thus, S2 and S1 offer a
valuable addition to the BaMM!motif web application by providing meaningful
motif-motif comparison information. S2 can be extended to use the full infor-
mation of higher order motifs. I expect that this extension of the S2 score will
increase its performance.
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2.6 Motif enrichment in DNA sequences

I extended the BaMM!motif algorithm with a search tool to scan sequences for
motif scores to find occurrences of a known motif in a nucleotide sequence set.
The user can select a model from the BaMM!motif database or provide a motif file
in PWM or BaMM format (see Figure 2.14). Input sequences that will be scanned
for motif occurrences are uploaded by the user in fasta format.

Figure 2.14: The input panel for a motif enrichment analysis is similar to a de-novo motif
discovery input, which makes it easy to operate. It is possible to scan for a custom motif
by uploading a PWM or BaMM file, or selecting a motif from the BaMM!motif database
as query motif.

For a given sequence set of size N, MN negative sequences of the same size
and length as the positive sequence set are generated using a second order back-
ground model and a choice of M ≈ min{106/N,1}. The background model is
obtained from the 3-mer distributions in the positive sequence set. A large M en-
sures that E-values can be estimated down to order one empirically. The log-odds
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score of a motif pmoti f of order K for the sequence x1 . . .xL can be calculated by:

S =
L

∑
i=1

log2
pi(xi|xi−K . . .xi−1)

pbg(xi−B . . .xi−1)
(2.10)

Here, B is the order of the backrgound model pbg. N+ = ∑
N
n=1(Ln−W +1) scores

are computed from the positive set and N− = M ∑
N
n=1(Ln−W + 1) scores from

the negative set. Here, W denotes the motif length and Ln the length of sequence
n. Scores from the positive and negative sets are denoted as {S+1 , . . . ,S

+
N+} and

{S−1 , . . . ,S
−
N−}, respectively and ranked together in descending order. P-values and

E-values are computed in the same way as described for motif-motif comparisons
(see 2.5.4).

The result page for a motif enrichment analysis is similar to a de-novo motif
discovery result. It shows the web logos of the provided motif, its reverse com-
plement and an interactive motif distribution plot of all occurrences that have a
P-value smaller than a defined cutoff (see Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15: The motif occurrences found by the motif enrichment tool are visualized with
an interactive distribution plot. It shows the positional preferences of a motif according to
the sequence space.
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2.7 Higher order motif database

The BaMM!motif database contains higher order models of TF binding sites.
ChIP-seq datasets published by The ENCODE Project Consortium [32] were re-
stricted to 96 sequence-specific transcription factors characterized by Wang et al.
[156] based on sequencing quality (446 data sets).

Figure 2.16: The BaMM!motif database is operated by inserting the name of a TF of
interest. A filtered summary of all available database entries for a given TF name is listed.
The "more..." button in each row redirects to the detailed database entry for the selected
dataset.

The ChIP-seq datasets were prepared as follows to obtain the presented pre-
dictions. From each dataset the sequence region surrounding the predicted peak
summit was cut out as a 251 bp window (125 bp + summit + 125 bp). Each
sequence input set was processed with BaMM!motif to predict the best motif of
order k = 4. Background models are obtained by the background distribution of
3-mers from the positive sequence sets. Other BaMM!motif parameters were set
to the suggested default values.
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The user can search for database entries by typing the TF name into the search
panel (see Figure 2.16, top). All entries that contain the selected TF name are
listed with web logo and additional information on the ENCODE input data, as
well as a link to the detailed database entry page (see Figure 2.16, bottom).

Figure 2.17: An exemplary database entry for the TF MafK predicted from an ENCODE
ChIP-seq dataset. The top part of the database entry page shows a summary of the input
sequence information and provides a shortcut to use the described model in a further motif
enrichment analysis.

The database entry page has a similar outline as the result page from de-novo

motif discovery (see Section 2.4) and motif enrichment analysis (see Section 2.6),
since they also show predicted higher order motif models.

In addition to the presentation in web logos, motif performance and positional
distribution on the input sequence set, the database entry page also contain sum-
mary information about the input sequence set from which the model was pre-
dicted (see Figure 2.17).

The BaMM!motif settings that were used for the prediction are listed at the
bottom. All database entries can be utilized as input for a motif enrichment anal-
ysis to find specific binding sites on a custom input sequence set.
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2.8 Additional features

Login

Users can operate all tools provided on the BaMM!motif web application without
registration. However, it is possible to create a user account which gives access
to a private user page. This page lists all submitted jobs for easy monitoring
of multiple jobs and results (see Figure 2.18). Since the storage capacity of the
BaMM!motif server is limited, data upload sizes are restricted, and older jobs will
be deleted on a regular basis. As a registered user, the size of uploaded files in-
creases (from 2.5Mb to 250Mb) and the lifetime of submitted jobs is extended
(from 4 weeks to 2 years). Further, the user will be informed about a soon "expir-
ing" job via email, as a reminder to download the data if not done so yet.

Figure 2.18: Creating a user account on BaMM!motif is possible. When logged in, one
can track all user jobs in a job list, delete them and access their status and result page
without storing the job ID.
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Documentation

An example input sequence set and pre-computed results allow the user to get a
quick overview of the server’s usage and output. Mouse-over explanations for all
input parameters as well as a general documentation page with detailed informa-
tion help the user to understand parameters and interpret results.

Responsive web design

Responsive web design (RWD) allows the user to view web pages designed for
desktop platforms on other output sources such as tablets and smartphones in
a screen-size appropriate fashion. An RWD designed web page adapts element
sizes, and layouts to the user device while maintaining content, design, and per-
formance [125]. The BaMM!motif web application works with a fluid grid con-
cept from the bootstrap library to support a variety of output devices (see Figure
2.19).

Figure 2.19: The BaMM!motif web pages are constructed with responsive elements which
adapt their spacing and orientation based on the output device’s screen size. This leads to
optimal readability even for small displays like mobile devices.
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2.9 Conclusion

The BaMM!motif web application combines sophisticated higher-order modeling
of TF binding sites with valuable downstream analyses such as motif enrichments
and motif-motif comparisons. The BaMM!motif database contains predicted mo-
tif models which have been shown to outperform PWMs in informational content
and precision [132]. The server has a clean interface with well-structured input
and result pages. It is unique in offering higher order de-novo motif discovery and
analysis tools while providing a database of higher order motif models.

2.10 Outlook

The BaMM!motif web application will be extended in several ways. BaMM!motif
is currently specialized for using fasta formatted sequences as obtained from ChIP-
seq experiments. However, HT-SELEX and PBM data add another level of infor-
mation by providing intensities for each single sequence. The BaMM!motif team
aims to extend the algorithm for processing such data and including the given
sequence weights. Further, the EM algorithm has an order specific weight for
the interpolated pseudo counts, which is currently set to a fixed value. Experi-
ence has shown that this factor is not optimal for all datasets, penalizing higher
order contributions too strongly in some cases. Thus, a new approach using col-
lapsed Gibbs sampling for optimizing the pseudo count weights for each dataset
individually is currently investigated and developed. The motif-motif compari-
son currently scores motif similarity between zeroth order models. The S2 score
can be extended to use higher order information for scoring motif-motif similar-
ity. We expect this extended score to perform better than scores based on ze-
roth order information only. The motif-motif comparison tool is only available
as an add-on to BaMM!motif’s de-novo motif discovery at the moment. The tool
will be extracted and made available as a standalone tool on the web page. The
BaMM!motif database will be expanded to other publicly available data to provide
a broad range to higher order motif models.
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Chapter 3

Influence of linker Histones on
histone modifications

3.1 Introduction

The packaging of DNA into chromatin establishes an essential control mecha-
nism of gene expression in eukaryotes. Nucleosome core particles are the basic
building blocks of chromatin, with 147 base pairs (bps) of double-stranded DNA
wrapped around an octameric protein complex made up of two copies of the four
core histones H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. Linker DNA of variable length connects in-
dividual nucleosome core particles and accommodates binding of linker histones.
Nucleosome core particles with additional linker DNA establish the repeating unit
of chromatin, termed nucleosomes [91].

Linker histone protein family H1 has the most variable histones in sequence
across all species. H1 contains a central globular domain, a long C- and a short N-
terminal tail [118]. Nuclease digestion and DNA footprinting experiments showed
that the H1 core globular domain localizes close to the nucleosome dyad, where
its binding protects approximately 15-30 bps of DNA [10].

All histones are post-translationally modified (PTM), dynamically and re-
versibly. Histone modifications act as transcriptional activators or repressors,
influence chromosome packaging, DNA damage, and repair. The N-terminal
side chains of histones can be acetylated, methylated, phosphorylated or ubiq-

47
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uitinated. Acetylation is done by the enzymatic addition of an acetyl group (
COCH_3), methylation by transferring one to three methyl groups to arginine or
lysine residues.

Different PTMs have been found to mark chromatin states as transcriptionally
active (i.e. H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K27ac, H3K36me3) or repressive
(i.e. H3K9me3, H3K27me3). This constitutes a major regulatory layer of chro-
matin function. Indeed, different histone PTMs correlate with transcriptionally
active or repressive chromatin states [12].

The selective incorporation of linker histones represents another mechanism to
alter chromatin states on a structural and functional level. In comparison to PTMs,
the binding of linker histones to nucleosomes mostly correlates with repressive
chromatin states and is thought to impede transcription activity [24, 54, 80].

From a structural point of view, core histones are divided into unstructured
tail regions that flank folded core domains. Since the tails stick out from the
nucleosomes and are accessible to modifying enzymes [90], most PTMs reside in
these regions. Out of the four core histones, the N terminus of H3 features the
most extended tail sequence ( 35 residues) with more than 30 known modification
events [12, 29, 151]. Both H3 tails originate from nucleosomes at structurally
equivalent positions close to the entry and exit sites of DNA [90].

Compared to the minimal 147 bps nucleosome core particle, efficient linker
histone binding requires additional 2 × 20 bp of DNA [162]. This places linker
histones and H3 tail residues in the same spatial context. Experimental evidence
suggests that a functional relationship between linker histone binding, nucleoso-
mal H3 tail architecture [72], and H3 tail PTMs [58] exists.

The sequences of linker histones are more diverse than those of core histones,
but they all feature a central, conserved globular domain that is essential for nu-
cleosome binding [54]. In humans, 11 genes encode linker histones, with H1.1
to H1.5 being the most abundant subtypes in somatic tissues [54]. Linker histone
variants may be positioned differently in nucleosomal contexts, with their glob-
ular domains being either at the nucleosomal dyad axis and in contact with both
stretches of linker DNA or in asymmetric configurations with contacts to only one
of the linker DNA elements [103, 145, 167, 168].

Irrespective of core domain binding, linker histones contain extended N- and
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C-terminal segments of variable lengths that are rich in basic amino acids and
structurally disordered [54]. In particular, the C-terminal linker histone domain
(CTD) contributes to high-affinity chromatin binding in-vivo [57] and induces
altered linker DNA conformations in-vitro [15, 43, 52, 103, 145].

Given the spatial proximity of histone H3 tails and linker histones within nu-
cleosomes, I set out to obtain insights into the PTM behavior of H3 tail residues
in different nucleosomal contexts.

I show that linker histone incorporation greatly lowers the overall modification
efficiencies of individual H3 sites within nucleosomes on a genome-wide level.
These results establish that the presence of linker histones constitutes a basal con-
trol layer of H3 modifiability and thereby the functional states of chromatin.

3.2 Material and methods

For investigating the genome-wide influence of linker histone H1 on histone H3
PTMs, I processed 15 individual ChIP-seq experiments from four laboratories
containing eight different H3 modifications, two H1 linker histone variants, and
one H4 control modification.

After preprocessing and data normalization, I applied a batch-effect correction
to eliminate lab-related correlations. A correlation analysis of the log2 IP signal
over input ratios was performed on the data sets.

General H3 tail modifications should be reduced in chromosomal regions with
high linker histone content, based on previous H3 and H1 dynamics analysis
[143]. To address this question, I made use of ChIP-seq data from mouse embry-
onic stem cells, for which linker histone occupancy and histone PTM occurrence
have been measured [25, 34, 74, 104].

To minimize fluctuations in the different data sets caused by experimental vari-
ations, and to compare individual data quality, I selected GEO database entries
that contained at least two annotated histone PTMs analyzed in the same study
and laboratory.

I partitioned the mouse genome into 500 bp-sized bins and determined the
enrichment of linker histones and PTMs in each bin.
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3.2.1 Data sets

Cao et al. [25] established a knock-in system and showed that the N-terminally
tagged H1 proteins H1d and H1c in mouse embryonic stem cells (m-ESCs) are
functionally interchangeable to their endogenous counterparts in-vivo. They pro-
vide a high-resolution mapping of these two H1 variants along with H3 PTMs
H3K4me3, H3K9me3, and H3K27me3 (Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) Ac-
cession ID GSE46134).

Over four billion bases of sequence from chromatin immunoprecipitated DNA
were used to generate genome-wide chromatin-state maps of m-ESCs for H3K4me3,
H3K9me3, H3K27me3, H3K36me3, and H4K20me3 by Mikkelsen et al. [104].
The study (GSE12241) provides not only duplicates of Cao’s H3 modifications
but adds one additional H3 methylations and a control H4 methylation to compare
effects to different nucleosome core histones.

Acetylation of Histone H3 data is provided by Karmodiya et al. [74], adding
two transcriptional repressive marks H3K9ac and H3K14ac to the analysis (GSE31284).

Creygthon et al. [34] provide the monomethylation of H3 lysine (H3K4me1),
a not modified H3 measurement and H3K4me3 as well as H3K27ac (GSE24164).
They investigated enhancer activity upon genome-wide binding targets of enhancer-
associated H3 modifications.

3.2.2 Data preprocessing

Previously mentioned datasets were downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive
(SRA) at NCBI in raw SRA file formats and converted into the fastq format using
the sra-toolkit [109].

Fastq is a text-based format that contains not only a nucleotide sequence but
also its corresponding quality scores. Fastq format is the standard for storing
high-throughput sequencing outputs [30].

Depending on the fastqc quality report in each fastq file, adapter trimming,
quality filtering (minimal sequencing quality of 20) and removal of leading bases
with abnormal nucleotide distribution was performed using the fastx-toolkit (htt p :
//hannonlab.cshl.edu/ f astxtoolkit/index.html). Sequences shorter than 20 bases
were removed.
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Filtered reads in the processed fastq files were mapped to mouse genome ver-
sion mm9 with bowtie2 using standard mapping parameters.

Mapped reads for each ChIP-seq and Input-seq library were assigned to non-
overlapping bins of size 500 bp covering the entire genome. Reads that overlap
two bins were counted as 0.5 reads in each bin.

3.2.3 Normalization

Read counts in each bin were slightly smoothed by mixing them with the two
upstream and two downstream neighboring bins using weights 0.1, 0.15, 0.5, 0.15,
0.1. This step was done to account for typical ChIP-seq resolution limitations.
Upon inspection in a genome browser, around 98% of the genome in each of the
ChIP-seq profiles showed uniformly low background counts. ChIP-counts that
fell below the 98% quantile were set to the value of the 98% quantile to avoid
computing correlations which are based on background noise.

Due to the lack of input information, the unmodified H3 ChIP-seq signal was
used for normalization of the GSE24164 data sets [44]. The log2 of this ratio was
used for further analysis.

Figure 3.1: 2-Dimensional scatter plots of the indicated PTMs from distinct studies based
on log2 ratios of IP over background signals. The superscript denotes the datasets: A =
[25]; B = [104]; C =[34]; The red, dashed regression line marks the main trend.
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3.2.4 Batch-effect correction

For data sets containing more than four different ChIP-seq datasets, lab related
batch effects were corrected. Batch effects are technical artifacts that are not as-
sociated with the underlying signal. They correspond to unrelated factors, such as
laboratory conditions, reagent lots and laboratory personnel differences. [126].

The mean of all ChIP-seq analysis from one lab was subtracted from each
analyzed histone PTM [82]. This method increases the correlation between mea-
surements of the same histone modification from different laboratories while de-
creasing the correlation between measurements coming from the same lab (see
Figure 3.1).

3.2.5 Genome-wide correlation analysis

To analyze in how far H1 linker histone occupancy influences genome-wide hi-
stone H3 modifications, the log2 IP over input ratio was calculated and used to
define a Pearson correlation coefficient between binned profiles of all histone
modifications and linker histones. The Pearson correlation coefficient explains
a linear correlation between two variables x and y in the range [−1,1].

A negative Pearson correlation coefficient corresponds to anti-correlation while
a positive value close to 1 illustrates strong correlation. A Pearson correlation co-
efficient of 0 defines no correlation between variables x and y.

The Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated by dividing the covariance of
two variables by the product of their standard deviations.

r =
∑

n
i=1(xi− x̄)(yi− ȳ)√

∑
n
i=1(xi− x̄)2

√
∑

n
i=1(yi− ȳ)2

(3.1)

Here n is the number of binned log2 IP over input ratio values, xi defines the
i-th value for a specific H3 histone modification and yi the i-th value for a H1
histone. x̄ and ȳ are the sample means for each dataset.
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3.3 Results

H3 tail modifications and linker Histone occupancy segregate on a genome-
wide level

I found that the linker histone isoforms H1c and H1d correlate well over the entire
genome (see Figure 3.2). Similarly, data on individual histone modifications from
different laboratories showed good global overlap.

Figure 3.2: Correlation coefficients between mouse linker histones H1.2 or H1.3 (mouse
H1c and H1d, respectively), eight different H3 modifications, and one H4 modification
in mESCs. The superscript denotes the origin of the data set: A, Cao et al.(2013); B,
Mikkelsen et al. (2007); C, Creyghton et al.(2010); D*, Karmodiya et al. (2012). The
Pearson correlations were computed between log2 ratios of IP over background signals
for the entire genome. The data set marked by an asterisk could not be corrected for
lab-related batch effects.

The overall distribution of H3 Lys4 tri-methylation reported by three inde-
pendent studies [25, 34, 104] and the profiles of Lys27 and Lys9 tri-methylation
reported by two independent studies [25, 104] were well correlated (see Figure
3.1). From these results, I conclude that data normalization and processing proce-
dures were working satisfactorily.

Both linker histone isoforms display a strong anti-correlation with H3 Lys4
tri-methylation over the entire genome (see Figure 3.3,top), which is evidently
preserved on the level of individual gene loci (see Figure 3.3, bottom).

Mono-methylated H3 Lys4, tri-methylated H3 Lys27, and also acetylated H3
Lys9, Lys14, and Lys27 display a similar negative correlation with linker his-
tone occupancy. This demonstrates that activating and repressing H3 modification
marks follow the expected trend.

For H3 Lys9 and Lys36 tri-methylation, I detect a weakly positive correlation
with linker histone occupancy. This might be explained by the linker histone-
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mediated, direct recruitment of the Lys9-specific methyltransferase SU(VAR)3-9
[88]. Similar recruitment scenarios might account for the positive correlation of
H3 Lys36 trimethylation.

Figure 3.3: Top: 2-Dimensional scatter plots of the indicated PTMs over H1.3 based
on log2 ratios of IP over background signals. The superscript denotes the datasets: A =
[25]; B = [104]; C =[34]; D* = [74]; The red, dashed regression line marks the main trend.
Bottom: Genome browser coverage tracks of library-normalized reads per 500 bp of H1.2,
H1.3, and different core histone PTMs along the indicated mouse chromosomes. For
histone modifications, which were available in more than one dataset, one representative
experiment was selected for display.

Lastly, tri-methylated H4 Lys20 displays a weak correlation with linker his-
tone occupancy, which is in agreement with the H4 modification being less af-
fected by linker histone binding to nucleosomes.

Overall, results from this genome-wide analysis confirm the repressive effects
of linker histone occupancy on the general modification status of nucleosomal H3
tail residues.
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3.4 Conclusion

This project needed a major data processing pipeline to provide a robust data set
for a rather simple correlation analysis. The challenge was not in calculating a
genome-wide correlation between H1 linker histone occupancy and H3 PTMs in
comparison to H4 PTMs, but more in processing the data correctly. Without qual-
ity control from the raw data, normalization for library size and experimental res-
olution, and batch effect correction to eliminate lab related correlations, a proper
result about the connection between linker histones and core histone modifications
would have been imprecise. Due to many replicative data, the corrections and fil-
tering steps could be validated. The Pearson correlation analysis then showed the
genome-wide correlation and anti-correlation of eight different histone H3 and H4
modifications and linker histone H1 occupancy.

Further details and findings can be found in our MolCell publication Modu-

lations of DNA Contacts by Linker Histones and Post-translational Modifications

Determine the Mobility and Modifiability of Nucleosomal H3 Tails [143].
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Chapter 4

Promoter proximal termination

4.1 Introduction

The Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 complex directs transcriptional termination of non-coding
RNAs. Nrd1 and Nab3 bind to specific RNA sites within the first 1000 base pairs
of nascent RNA and initiate promoter proximal termination. Studies have shown
that this pathway also terminates individual coding genes, such as Nrd1 itself
[3, 4]. In these cases, the Nrd1 pathway induces transcription attenuation.

Here I investigate if Nrd1 induces transcription attenuation genome-wide or
only on a distinct group of protein-coding RNAs. I integrate ChIP-seq and RNA-
seq data from a Nrd1 anchor-away and a control experiment into a genomic anal-
ysis of the yeast species Saccharomyces Cerevisiae. Additional PAR-CLIP data
is used to define Nrd1 and Nab3 binding sites on the nascent mRNAs. I found
that transcriptional attenuation is rare and only applies to 32 genes. Further, the
project lead to the discovery of a new type of non-coding RNA, Nrd1-dependent
un-terminated transcripts (NUTs), which occur upon Nrd1-depletion from the nu-
cleus.

The yeast genome and non-coding RNAs

The yeast genome is annotated extensively, which enables to map experimental
data to the corresponding genes [5, 144]. The yeast species used in this project
is the baker’s yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae. It was the first eukaryotic genome
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to be sequenced in 1996 [35]. Its genome is about 12 million base pairs long and
contains roughly 6000 genes. The genome is massively packed with transcribed
genes. It also contains non-coding RNAs, which do not encode for a protein. New
non-coding RNAs were discovered in yeast. The relevant ones to this project are
described below.

Small nuclear and small nucleolar RNAs, or snRNAs and snoRNAs, are short
non-coding transcripts [96]. They are known to be terminated by the Nrd1-Nab3-
Sen1 pathway and are non-polyadenylated transcripts. Unlike that of other non-
coding RNAs, the function of snRNA/snoRNAs is known. snoRNAs are neces-
sary for RNA silencing and telomerase maintenance [96]. In higher eukaryotes,
snoRNAs regulate alternative splicing.

Cryptic unstable transcripts (CUTs) were discovered in Saccharomyces Cere-

visiae in 2005 [163]. CUTs are non-coding transcripts that are unstable and
rapidly degraded by the nuclear exosome [165]. In contrast to the degradation
of coding transcripts, the CUT degradation is mediated by the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1-
dependent pathway. CUTs derive from unannotated regions widely distributed in
the genome [110]. They are often found on the antisense strand of a coding gene
emerging from its promoter region. Thus, CUTs may represent by-products of
divergent transcription [3]. It has been shown that non-termination of CUTs can
reduce gene expression attenuation, transcriptional interference, and alternative
start site selection [165].

Xu et al. discovered another type of non-coding RNA, stable unannotated
or uncharacterized transcripts (SUTs) [165]. SUTs are longer and more stable
than CUTs. SUTs are primarily degraded by cytoplasmic 5’-3’ degradation and
nonsense-mediated decay (NMD). SUTs may be processed similar to mRNAs
[134].

Xrn1-sensitive unstable transcripts (XUTs) were introduced by van Dijk EL et
al. in 2011 [152]. These short non-coding transcripts are polyadenylated. XUTs
occur mainly antisense to open reading frames and are destabilized by the Xrn1
5’-3’ RNA exonuclease. Genes with antisense XUTs are silenced when XUT
termination is inhibited.
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Termination of Polymerase II transcription

In yeast, two different pathways can terminate Polymerase II (Pol II) transcription
[62, 105]. Termination of mRNA transcription requires cleavage and polyadeny-
lation factors. These factors bind via the polyadenylation signal of the nascent
mRNA and introduce termination with the exosome pathway [94]. Termination
of ncRNA transcription depends on the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 pathway [137].

Nrd1 and its role in transcription termination

Nrd1 is an essential protein that interacts with Pol II by binding to the serine-5
phosphorylated form of the Pol II C-terminal domain (CTD). Nrd1 binds to the
nascent RNA near the 5’-end and promotes premature transcription termination
[26]. Nrd1 binds RNA in a sequence-specific manner via the RNA recognition
motif UGUA [33, 137, 153] and interacts with Nab3 and Sen1 [138]. CUTs [4,
146] and SUTs are terminated by the Nrd1 pathway [95].

Nrd1-dependent termination restricts antisense transcription from bidirectional
promoters by terminating divergent transcription and initiating their rapid degra-
dation by the exosome [23, 65, 130, 159]. This hypothesis confirmed in-vivo

cross-linking of Nrd1 and Nab3 to CUTs [161].

Nrd1 binds to many mRNAs [33, 161], and is recruited to mRNA according to
chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments [101]. Nrd1-dependent termination
to attenuate mRNA transcription has been observed for Nrd1, Hrp1, and Imd2
[3, 139], Ura2, Ura8, and Ade12 [77, 146], and Fks2 [76].

Nrd1 is responsible for recruiting termination factors to the promoter proximal
region of some coding-genes and most noncoding regions. So far only the effect
of Nrd1 on single genes has been examined. Recently, it was shown that Nrd1
is recruited to the 5’-region of all protein-coding mRNAs. This raises the ques-
tion whether Nrd1 has a more general function than terminating short non-coding
RNAs. Therefore, this project investigated transcriptional changes upon deple-
tion of Nrd1 from the nucleus. By combining ChIP-seq, RNA-seq and PAR-CLIP
data, the general function of Nrd1 was investigated.
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Anchor-away for essential proteins

Nrd1 is an essential protein and cannot be knocked out without killing the yeast
cells. Anchor-away is a technique for investigating the influence of essential pro-
teins by pulling them out from the nucleus into the cytoplasm [55]. The protein,
here Nrd1, is still in the cell while being depleted in the nucleus. Because tran-
scription takes place in the nucleus, anchor-away enables investigation of tran-
scription in a Nrd1-depleted condition.

Figure 4.1: The experimental procedure of anchor-away for essential proteins as described
in detail by Haruki et al. [55]. A protein of interest, the target, will be pulled out of the
nucleus by attaching it to an abundant cytoplasmic protein, the anchor, via gene tagging
by rapamycin-dependent heterodimerization.

A protein of interest (target) will be pulled out from the nucleus by attaching
it to an abundant cytoplasmic protein (anchor) via gene tagging due to rapamycin-
dependent heterodimerization (see Figure 4.1). A protein of the large subunit
of the ribosome was selected as the anchor (RPL13A), due to the massive flow
of ribosomal proteins during maturation. The target protein Nrd1 is tagged with
the human FKBP12 rapamycin-binding domain (FRB). FKB12 is attached to the
anchor protein. Adding rapamycin will form the ternary complex with target-
FRB and FKBP12-Anchor fusion proteins. This complex formation results in fast
depletion of Nrd1 from the nucleus [55].
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4.2 Material and methods

4.2.1 Data sets

The transcriptome is the complete set of transcripts in a cell, and their quantity,
for a specific developmental stage or physiological condition. RNA-seq is used to
quantify expression levels of transcripts, including non-coding and small RNAs
[157]. Comparison between wild-type expression and expression after Nrd1-
anchor-away reflects the influence of the Nrd1 complex on expression levels.

To find out where Nrd1 and Nab3 bind specifically in the RNA transcripts,
Photoactivatable-Ribonucleoside-Enhanced Crosslinking and Immunoprecipita-
tion (PAR-CLIP) [51, 117, 160] experiments were performed. The presence of
a binding site also verifies active transcription, since a protein cannot bind to a
non-existing RNA.

RNA Pol II profiles are obtained from ChIP-seq measurements. They indi-
cate transcriptional activity. This is important because short transcripts are fast
degraded and may therefore not be visible in RNA-seq profiles. From these Pol
II profiles, the regions where early termination of transcription is inhibited due to
Nrd1-depletion are extracted. This is done by investigating differential profiles
from the two conditions, untreated and Nrd1-depleted.

4.2.2 Normalization

To compare the two conditions, I sum up the read counts from the ChIP-seq in-
ferred profiles for each position from both replicates of one condition. One pseudo
count is added to prevent singularities.

I calculate a size factor [1] for each condition, based on the open reading
frame transcript (ORF-T) regions as described by Xu et al. [165] and divide the
read counts by it. This is important to correct for library size and sequencing depth
variations. I choose only to use ORF-T regions for the size factor calculation since
a significant variation in ncRNA expression is observed, which does not represent
overall expression variability.

Because I am interested in the change of Pol II behavior between the two
conditions, I calculated differential profiles, as the log2 ratio (see red profile in
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Figure 4.2) between Nrd1 depleted (blue profile) and wild-type (green profile)
read count pileups, to investigate their variation. The following analysis is based
on these differential profiles.

Figure 4.2: Log2 Pol II reads from ChIP-seq around the Nrd1 gene locus before (green)
and after nuclear depletion of Nrd1 (blue) and calculated log2 differences in ChIP sig-
nal (red). The vertical black line indicates the derived early termination/attenuation site.
RNA-binding sites of Nrd1 and Nab3 as determined by PAR-CLIP are shown as green
and brown vertical lines at the bottom.

4.2.3 Escape Index

Brannan et al. introduced the Escape Index (EI) in 2012 [20]. It describes how
much Pol II escapes the promoter proximal region for productive transcription.
Hence, it can be used as a scale for the quantity of premature termination of Pol II
transcription. The higher the EI, the lower the influence of premature termination
effects. The gene separates into the transcript body (+301 bps to the polyA site)
and the promoter-proximal region (-100 bps to +300 bps with respect to the tran-
scription start site(TSS)) to calculate a transcript-specific EI (see Figure 4.3). The
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EI is defined as the log2-ratio between the transcript body fold change (TBF) and
the promoter proximal fold change (PPF).

Figure 4.3: Scheme illustrating the determination of termination site and EI from ChIP-
seq data. EIs were calculated as the median fold-change in the transcrit body (TBF)
divided by the median fold-change in the promoter proximal region (PPF) upon nuclear
depletion of Nrd1.

The flexible Escape Index

Since it is known that Nrd1 binds in the first 1000 bps of an ORF, the border
between the promoter-proximal region and transcript body region was adapted for
each transcript according to the Nrd1 binding preference.

The border between the two gene segments (PPF and TBF) is determined by
fitting a piecewise constant curve to the differential profile within the first 1000
bps downstream of the transcript TSS or, for shorter transcripts within the first
half of the transcript. The fitting was done by using the R-function "tillingArray"
from the Bioconductor package "GRanges".

This border is defined as the predicted termination site, where Nrd1-dependent
early termination is expected to take place. Escape Indices were subsequently
calculated as the ratio of median transcript body fold-change (second segment)
and median promoter proximal region fold-change (first segment).
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4.2.4 Error-correction and thresholding

EIs are weighted to yield coverage-dependent quantities by the following factor:

EIweight =

√
26

lPPF
(

1
∑rNDPPF

+
1

∑rWTPPF

)+
26

lT BF
(

1
∑rNDT BF

+
1

∑rWTT BF

) (4.1)

Here l is the length of the segment in bp, r is the number of readcounts from the
normalized ChIP-seq pileups, ND is the Nrd1 depleted sample and WT the un-
treated sample (wild-type). The sums over readcounts for a defined region (i.e.

∑rNDPPF sums over readcounts r from an Nrd1 depleted sample ND in the pro-
moter proximal segment PPF) is normalized by the read length of 26.

Figure 4.4: Distributions of median changes in Pol II occupancy in ORF-Ts, NUTs, and
for a null distribution obtained by using two replicate measurements of Pol II ChIP-seq.
The threshold to define attenuated genes is shown as a blue horizontal line.

I calculated EIs on differential profiles of conditional replicates to define a
threshold for significantly high EIs. These EIs represent differential expression
due to biological fluctuations and are used to estimate a cutoff for the signal.
EIs which exceed the 95% quantile from this noise level distribution are taken as
identifiers for Nrd1 dependent promoter-proximal termination (see Figure 4.4).
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Further, the distribution of the transcript gene body fold change has been used
to further restrict Nrd1 dependent transcripts to those who show a 2-fold or more
change in this region (see Figure 4.5).

Since the introduced EI is calculated based on fold-changes in the form of
differential profiles, it has to be interpreted differently than the original EI. Here
a high value of the flexible EI infers strong influence of Nrd1-dependent early
termination.

4.3 Results

Based on the EI and further input from the RNA-seq and PAR-CLIP data analysis
I was able to define which genes are terminated by the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 pathway.
This chapter summarizes the criteria used to define the set of Nrd1-dependent
promoter proximal terminated genes and visualizes the results.

Transcriptional attenuation of 32 genes

A gene needs to fulfill three criteria to be defined as terminated by Nrd1. First, the
EI based on the ChIP-seq data has to be above the defined threshold (see Section
4.2.4). This means that the transcript has more Pol II binding at the beginning of
its ORF-T than at the transcript body. The EI is the indicator that transcription is
terminated and Pol II is released early from the transcription process.

Second, the RNA-seq profile has to show differential expression for the two
conditions untreated and Nrd1-depleted. With this criteria, I check for normal
expression of genes in the untreated and a disrupted transcriptional behavior upon
Nrd1-depletion.

Third, a gene has to have Nrd1 and Nab3 binding-sites in proximity to the
predicted termination site, based on PAR-CLIP data. This asures that differential
expression and transcriptional early termination are linked to the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1
pathway.
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Figure 4.5: Attenuation of mRNA genes upon nuclear depletion of Nrd1 is rare under
optimum growth conditions. Only 32 genes show de-attenuation upon nuclear depletion
of Nrd1, as indicated by a weighted EI > 2.5 and a > 1.4-fold change in ChIP-seq genebody
signal (green shaded region).

Nrd1 frequently attenuates transcription

Based on this definition of promoter proximal termination caused by the Nrd1-
Nab3-Sen1 complex, I assigned early termination to 32 ORF-Ts. Single gene
analysis from previous findings match with these results [3, 76, 77, 139, 146]. I
could confirm Nrd1-dependent promoter proximal termination for Imd2, Hrp1,
Ura2, Ura8, and Nrd1 (see Figure 4.5).

The shaded area in the scatter plot marks our predicted set of genes. This
depicts that transcription attenuation is rare, based on the experimental conditions.

When aligning the differential profiles of the 32 selected ORF-Ts according
to their TSS position, one can see that the differential Pol II occupancy is de-
creased in the promoter-proximal region, meaning there is no significant change
in transcription in this region between the two conditions (see Figure 4.6 upper
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Figure 4.6: Differential profile of 32 attenuated ORF-Ts (green distribution plot) aligned
and their TSSs (gray arrow). Nab3 (blue) and Nrd1 (red) binding sites according to PAR-
CLIP data are peaked around +400 bps after the TSS of the 32 attenuated genes (upper
panel) compared to 100 x 32 randomly drawn genes (lower panel).

panel).

In the transcript body (starting around 400 bps after the TSS), the differential
Pol II occupancy is increased, which reflects higher read-through within the Nrd1-
depleted condition. This shows Nrd1-dependent early termination of these 32
ORF-Ts.

Further, PAR-CLIP provides a 3.3-fold higher density of Nrd1- and Nab3-
binding sites for these 32 ORF-Ts compared to randomly drawn ORF-Ts (see
Figure 4.6 lower panels).

Nrd1 terminates ncRNA

Since the early termination of ORF-Ts is unlikely to be the main function of
the Nrd1 pathway, analyzing Pol II binding before and after nuclear depletion of
Nrd1 determined termination sites of ncRNAs. Upon Nrd1-depletion, most ncR-
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NAs result in elongated transcripts, which run into downstream located ORF-T.
These elongated transcripts are named Nrd1-dependent unterminated transcripts,
or NUTs.

Therefore I investigated the distances between the predicted termination site of
sense upstream located ncRNAs and downstream ORF-T preinitiation complexes
(PICs) (see Figure 4.7). The positions of the downstream ORF-T PICs is based on
ChIP-exo data of TFIIB [122], a subunit of the Pol II PIC. I could show that Nrd1
terminates transcription of ncRNAs before they would interfere with the PIC of a
downstream ORF-T.

This reveals that Nrd1 is responsible for terminating transcription of ncRNAs
that would otherwise disrupt transcription of ORF-Ts.

Figure 4.7: Schematic drawing of a sense NUT upstream of an ORF-T (upper panel).
Predicted Termination Sites of NUTs are upstream of downstream ORF-T PICs (lower
panel).
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4.4 Conclusion

Previous findings document that the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 complex is responsible for
termination of snoRNAs, snRNAs, and some ORF-Ts. With this genome-wide
study, a set of 32 genes was identified which is early terminated by the Nrd1-
Nab3-Sen1 complex.

Nrd1 terminates non-coding transcripts shortly after transcription initiation in
proximity to the promoter to control unwanted transcription. This general role of
Nrd1 is essential for proper transcription of genes because these non-coding RNAs
and their transcription machinery would otherwise interrupt clean transcription of
downstream ORF-T regions. Nrd1’s main task as a genome-wide necessary factor
is the termination of unwanted transcripts.

The analysis of ChIP-seq, RNA-seq and PAR-CLIP experimental data identi-
fied the general role of Nrd1. The diversity of the measured data gave an overall
picture of the processes and helped to validate the hypothesis about the Nrd1-
Nab3-Sen1 complex independently. Since all three data sets represent a different
information level of the transcription process, the combined message of them is
robust and can be trusted.

Further details and findings, especially those based on the RNA-seq and PAR-
CLIP data sets, can be found in our CELL publication Transcriptome surveillance

by selective termination of non-coding RNA synthesis [128].
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